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      A mere thirteen percent of the engineering workforce is 
composed of women. Twenty-six percent of computer scientists 
are women. Female engineers earn statistically ten percent less 
than their male counterparts. Sixty-one percent of women report 
having to prove themselves over and over again to receive the 
same respect and recognition as their colleagues. One hundred 
percent of female engineers that being an engineer takes cour-
age, strength, intelligence, and most importantly, a passion for 
engineering. 
      Atholton’s Student Women Engineering Club (SWE) is for all 
female students who share that passion for building, designing, 
and working with a variety of people and tools. “[SWE] provides 
a community for girls who want to go into engineering,” said 
Jean Fregeau, the Technology Education teacher who sponsors 
and runs SWE. “Because it is a male-dominated field and some-
times, in their classes, they do not have many women. In SWE, 
they can just enjoy the company of women while doing what 
they like.” 
      SWE spends all year working on mini projects and building 
challenges, but their big event is the Rube Goldberg machine 
competition, which was held this past March. A Rube Goldberg 
machine performs a simple task, but in a complex and ridicu-
lously complicated process, using common household objects. 
On March 2nd, the Student Women Engineers, nicknamed the 
“Rowdy Raiders,” won first place in the Rube Goldberg Regional 
Competition and both the Spirit and Team awards. Their farm-
themed Rube Goldberg machine landed them as 2019’s regional 
winners. 
      “The best part is that going into this, I didn’t have any en-
gineering background,” said Alyssa Barker, a sophomore at 
Atholton and a student woman engineer herself. “I didn’t know 
how to tighten this or screw that on. But throughout this really 
cool process, designing the Rube Goldberg, I can look at it and 
feel like I helped to design it. [SWE] taught me how to do it.” 

      One of the best parts about SWE is that it is “low-commit-
ment” and even students with busy schedules can find a way to 
make SWE apart of their busy schedules. 
      “It’s really chill and relaxed,” said Amanda Chin, one of 
the SWE members who worked directly on the Rube Goldberg 
machine. “You can come in whenever. We all have different ac-
tivities, and you can fit it around your schedule. It’s really nice 
that it is not very strict.”
      “I remember for the orientation, I saw the poster for SWE to 
sign up but I was hesitant to join because I do a lot of sports,” 
Barker said. “So I didn’t think that I would have enough time. 
The person who was in charge of SWE board told me to just sign 
up and you can always just not do it. So, I think for the women 
who are thinking of doing it, should take a chance. Because I 
love it, I love coming, and working with everyone. We’re like 
a family.” 
      Fellow SWE member, Katie Hessler, said much the same. 
“It’s really cool to meet other people with similar interest as you, 
and to be able to work together and create something really cool.” 
“I think the biggest thing we do is let them know that they can 
be themselves in that field and that there is a community there. It 
might be smaller than the male community, but there is a commu-
nity there,” Ms. Fregeau added. “Big thing is leadership skills. 
We don’t have a president, vice president, but we have an exec-
utive board. We always have seniors, juniors, and sophomores 
on it. As far as developing leadership skills, you will usually see 
that seniors have the most. Students who participate for a number 
of years always develop more leadership skills. We also like to 
use shop tools. All our students, not just girls, don’t have those 
things at home. I think that is something that gives a lot of people 
confidence when they know how to do those things.” 
      Emma Szympruch, a junior at Atholton and and one of SWE’s 
oldest members, said, “SWE is great because if you want to learn 
how to use power tools, and you feel like you have never done 
that before, you get to learn a lot of little different skills like that 
along the way. [Students] should definitely do it. It’s not a huge 
commitment. If you are in it, you don’t have to come a lot if you 
don’t want to. I feel like we always do really fun things.” 

      For some, business means three-piece suits and glass con-
ference room tables. For junior Mihir Kurup, it means an annual 
competition against students from all across Maryland at the Bal-
timore Inner Harbor, where he must demonstrate the entrepre-
neuring skills he’s spent the past months learning. 
      Kurup is in the Atholton DECA--Distributive Education 
Clubs of America. Club co-sponsor Mr. Christopher Mackecknie 
described it as “a marketing club”, and discussed the different 
activities students can participate in, depending on their inter-
ests when it comes to business.“For example, there’s sports and 
entertainment marketing, there are different categories of entre-
preneurship, or they can do categories in money and finance,” 
he said.
      Much of the focus in DECA meetings is geared towards 
the annual competition, which took place on Thursday, February 
21st this year. Co-sponsor, Mr. Matthew Lathroum talked about 
how students picked a topic in business that they were interested 
in and researched it so as to prepare. According to Mr. Lathorum, 
students prepared for the tournament by selecting a business-re-

      Long login times, unpredictable computer 
behavior, and outdated applications. These are 
issues that students throughout Howard Coun-
ty have experienced when trying to use school 
technology. To address this, the school system 
has called into place the Chromebook Initiative. 
      “The Chromebook initiative is one strat-
egy HCPSS is using to refresh obsolete equip-
ment.” said Lynn Ho, a delivery manager for the 
HCPSS Department of Information Technology. 
This initiative will enforce the installation of 
Chromebook mobile labs at every public school 
in Howard County, and replace the former prac-
tice of purchasing Apple and Dell computers as 
the need arises.  
      As well as replacing old, unusable technolo-
gy, this project will work to “optimize the student 
to device ratios at each level,” all the way from 
elementary schools to high schools, according to 
Ms. Ho. The end goal is to provide, at any given 

lated topic that they were interested in and researching it. There 
was also testing involved about a week prior to the competition, 
students answered a collection of 100 questions within an hour. 
The area of business the questions were based around depended 
on the area of business the student had studied and researched in 
the weeks counting down to the test. All students qualified for the 
competition automatically; the test did, however, factor into the 
score they would receive from the judges.
       Despite the time that students put into preparing for the 
test, acing it is almost unheard of: “The variety of questions are 
so spread apart… I’ve graded these tests for DECA before, and 
generally, out of a hundred questions, the highest scores come in 
the mid-70s,” Mr. Lathroum said.
       Attending students were required to wear business attire 
and follow the professional dress code at the DECA competition. 
Junior Olivia Lampf, who researched marketing, said, “Once 
you’re around all these people dressed like that, and all the adults 
[are] around you, you’re kind of stiff, and you know to be re-
spectful.”
       Some were more experienced than others. This was Mihir 
Kurup’s second time attending the competition; he first became 
interested in DECA during his sophomore year, when he heard 
Mr. Lathroum talk about the club in his Principles of Business 

class. Since then, he has become interested in the entrepreneurial 
aspect of business, which made up his prompt at the competi-
tion.
       Kurup was given a prompt for a business—a company 
that would deliver movie theater snacks to people’s homes- and 
thirty minutes to organize a presentation for a judge. “We had to 
explain what the concept was, how it would operate, what the 
overhead cost would be, what the risks might be, and who the 
general competitors would be,” said Kurup. Reflecting on the at-
mosphere of the competition, Kurup observed that how nervous 
people felt varied depending on whether they had a spontaneous 
prompt, like he did, or had been working on their project long-
term. “We were much more calm than people who got creative 
projects to present a month in advance.” Kurup was well-pre-
pared despite the unrehearsed presentation; he and his partner 
Justin Wovas will be going to Orlando in April to attend a DECA 
competition at the national level.
        DECA is a club that serves to encourage students to go into 
business, and to give them a place in which to grow their inter-
est and passion for entrepreneuring, marketing, finance, or any 
other area they might be interested in. “We used vocab that we 
learned in our marketing classes,” Lampf said. “Anyone could 
do it.”

time, access to Chromebooks for “70% of stu-
dents in a high school...63% in a middle school, 
and 50% in an elementary school,” said Ms. Ho. 
It goes without saying that a substantial amount 
of financial resources will go into being able 
to afford this project. Currently, Chromebooks 
found on Amazon or Best Buy range in price 
from $170 to over $300, but a process is in place 
that “helps ensure the school system can acquire 
products at the best price possible.” Through this 
process, the HCPSS Board of Education accept-
ed a bid that allows the school system to buy a 
mobile cart for $987 and each Chromebook for 
$331.24. Also included in this purchase price is 
a Google management console, which means 
that the new computers will be delivered at each 
school ready to use in the classroom. 
      “Ready to use in the classroom” is an ex-
citing prospect to some Atholton teachers. Ac-
cording to Crystal Shelley, a history teacher at 
Atholton, each department only has one or two 
carts of Macbook or Dell computers and they 
are constantly checked out, in use or argued over 
because of the high demand for laptops. It’s ob-
vious that more laptops ready to use in the class-

room are highly needed. Mrs. Shelley expressed 
her high opinion of this initiative, labelling it a 
matter of equity. She said that making sure that 
all students have access to the same technolo-
gy is imperative to the school environment. 
“Bring your own device works when every kid 
has them,” Mrs. Shelley continued, but not ev-
ery kid does. Teachers who share Mrs. Shelley’s 
opinions have the Chromebook Initiative to look 
forward to, as this project will work to achieve 
just that: enough laptops for teachers to be able 
to use the technology in their classroom as often 
as they want. 
      There is a combination of funding sources 
going into this project. The Board of Education 
was able to acquire lower prices than regular 
commercial prices, but hundreds of Chrome-
books still need to be bought. The money for 
these Chromebooks is coming from several dif-
ferent sources. With the help of Chief Financial 
Officer Rafiu Ighile, savings from the Technol-
ogy Operating and Capital budgets are being 
used. The school system is currently reviewing 
a proposal for a commercial loan to help finance 
this project.

      This financial and timely commitment is 
an exciting, necessary prospect to some, such 
as teachers like Mrs. Shelley. There are others, 
however, who think otherwise. Senior Brenna 
Lindberg expressed her opinion on the incoming 
wave of brand new technology by saying that 
“replacing and updating would be worth it, but 
getting new computers for every student is not 
going to be effective.” Along with the problems 
the senior raised about providing redundant sup-
plies, she also questioned the logic behind giving 
students as young as elementary schoolers this 
constant access to technology. “No elementary 
schooler needs that much access to a laptop,” 
Lindberg stated passionately. “Once in a while 
use is fine, but not to the point where they need 
their own.” 
      Whether the new Chromebooks will prove to 
be a blessing or a hindrance, thousands of dollars 
are currently being allocated to provide for them. 
Seniors  may  not reap the direct benefits of this 
massive undertaking, but juniors and underclass-
men can finally say goodbye to old, outdated 
school technology.

Suit Up: Atholton DECA Takes On Statewide Competition
by Gisele Chiang-Tenbrock
Staff Reporter

HPCSS Implements New Chromebook Initiative for Students
by Kailee Bunyard
Staff Reporter

Piggy Banks, Power Tools, Problem Solving: SWE Wins Gold
by Alexandra Gardener
Middle Pages Editor

Juniors Lana Ly, May Lee, and Kimberly Ho pose at the Stu-
dent Women Engineering Club Competition.
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Members of Atholton’s Student Women Engineers present in 
front of their judges. 
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    If you ever thought that teachers have no 
life, you probably haven’t met Ms. Chaudhry. A 
lobbyist, teacher, and fan of The Walking Dead, 
she does it all. 
    Mabrooka Chaudhry was born in Pakistan 
and lived there until her family immigrated to 
the United States in 1982. She attended Centen-
nial Lane elementary school in Howard Coun-
ty. She recalls school being “fine,” and that “I 
didn’t understand much of what was happen-
ing,” but she remembers everyone being nice. 
Ms. Chaudhry attended UMBC got her degree 
in history and a minor in biology. 
    Ms. Chaudhry has been teaching at Atholton 
for 21 years, and each year students are capti-
vated by her unique personality. Junior Ezra Sil-
ver- Isenstadt, one of her current students, said 
he admires “the way she respects her students,” 
and that “she is a very upstanding teacher and 
I admire her for that.” Senior Grace Woodson 
agreed, calling her “wise, honest (especially 
about her hate for bananas), chill and awe-
some.” She also said, “she really cares about 
her students because she wants everyone to do 
great.” 
        Not only do the students at Atholton know 
Ms. Chaudhry is an amazing teacher, people 
across the nation do. She has won many awards 
during her tenure at Atholton. During her first 
year of teaching, she won the Sallie Mae Teach-
er of the Year Award, which honors first-year 
teachers across the United States. She also 
won the National Milken Educator Award and 
Atholton Senior Class Teacher of the year. “One 
is fine; I don’t like the attention.” Ms. Chaudhry 
has also been nominated for Maryland Teacher 
of the Year.
    This year she is teaching World History AP, 
Modern World History, and AP Comparative 
Government. She said she doesn’t have an ideal 
class, “I don’t have an ideal class. I’ve taught all 
different levels and different content and I can’t 
say I prefer one over another,” and that “I am 

committed to my profession. I enjoy it. The day 
that I stop enjoying I should probably retire. So 
I don’t think of things in terms of ideals, I think 
of things in terms of making the best of what’s 
there in front of me.”
    At school, Ms. Chaudhry is part of many 
different clubs. She is 
on the Selection Com-
mittee for National 
Honor Society, Spon-
sor for Muslim Stu-
dent Awareness, and a 
member of the School 
Improvement Team. 
Other clubs she has 
sponsored in the past 
include Multicultural 
club and Human Rights Club. 
     During her free time when Ms. Chaudhry 
isn’t at school, she is either spending time with 
family, doing community-based activities, read-
ing, or gardening. She has been part of the How-

Isaiah Thaxton
Staff Reporter

Teacher Spotlight: Meet Ms. Chaudhry

        Smiling faces beam in the hallways and 
sounds of laughter echo off the walls as stu-
dents shuffle to their classes. This is a common 
scene in the halls of Atholton—the reason why 
so many see this school as a safe haven for the 
ones who do not fit the norms of society. But 
one must wonder: Is this perception the truth?
     “I think it’s at times, very accepting… but 
there are times when you can clearly tell that 
there’s some kind of discrimination going on. 
But in general, it’s pretty 
great,” said Senior Giles 
Oji.
      This question of in-
clusivity has come as 
Howard County has 
been making a big push 
towards more inclusivity 
and diversity in its schools. This county is very 
passionate about making schools more wel-
coming for students of all races, ethnicities, and 
backgrounds. It has done a lot to address the is-
sues of bullying and discrimination against cer-
tain groups of students and is often praised for 
its diversity and acceptance of those students. In 
fact, HCPSS was just named one of the best em-
ployers for diversity in the country by Forbes 
Magazine. Atholton High School, specifically, 
has taken many actions towards ensuring that 
their students have been heard-- from holding 
assemblies to the creation of new clubs and or-
ganizations, such as Gender and Sexuality Alli-
ance Club, Black Student Union, Muslim Stu-
dent Union, Bully Free Forever Club, and many 
more which work towards creating a safe space 
where minority students can feel accepted.
     Although Atholton may be seen by many as 
very inclusive, some may say that it still has its 
ways to go. Many praise this school as being 
very inclusive, especially compared to other 
schools, and those who think that Atholton has 
definitely improved in diversity and acceptance 

of its minority students, but some believe there 
are still many issues that haunt the school from 
reported teasing and even bullying of students 
because of who they are. There are some stu-
dents who truly see a very different story than 
others on whether or not Atholton is as accept-
ing as it seems. 
     One specific group is the followers of Islam. 
There are many Muslim students who feel that 
they are not treated well at Atholton because of 
the religion they follow.
    “I just don’t think that people understand what 
a Muslim is. I gave a speech last year at BFF 
club, hoping that people would understand that 

it’s kind of offensive when 
they call us all terrorists and 
make fun of us, but they still 
do it,” said Layanne Khaskia, 
a member of the Muslim Stu-
dent Union. 
     Junior Faraz Karim, an-
other Muslim student, also 

voiced his opinion saying, “A lot of people 
make jokes. If you’re in the hallway, someone 
might yell ‘Allah 'Akbar’ which means ‘God is 
the greatest’ but people have stereotyped it to 
something like ISIS. I think that people know 
it’s a joke, but I think even still it’s not right to 
do that.”
    It is also hard for certain 
students of the LGBT com-
munity, especially trans-
gender students. Senior 
Erin Lea, the president of 
the Gender and Sexuality 
Alliance Club, explained 
that transgender students 
often have a harder time 
of it, saying that some are 
“bullied a lot.”
     Despite the issues of acceptance, howev-
er, there are many who think that Atholton is 
deserving of praise for its efforts for inclusiv-
ity. “In my 11 years, it’s been pretty inclusive; 
it’s gotten better over the years,” said Atholton 
assistant principal Ms. Adrienne Nasir. Addi-

     “My nugget calculator didn’t take off as 
planned,” Andy Boulle said. As his first web-
site didn’t make the leap he was expecting, he 
decided to take his talents to a new project, 
“NoodleBeat,” a music streaming platform 
that he coded himself. As a senior at Atholton, 
Boulle has contributed to the creation of the 
Atholton Raider Time sign up website with 
his computer science class and has made mul-
tiple websites with his own code. 
      “I made [NoodleBeat] to give my friends 
that make music a platform to share it,” Boul-
le said, specifically citing his friend, Atholton 
Senior, Drew Pruett.

     Pruett had accumulated over 10,000 views 
on Soundcloud during his tenure there, under 
the alias “5’2 Drew,” but he failed to have his 
music get popular outside of Howard County. 
Boulle hopes to increase his audience with 
Noodlebeat’s download feature that he creat-
ed to help small artists around the country and 
the world have a chance to get popular. By 
giving producers their own platform, Boulle 
instantly expanded Noodlebeat to any artists 
allowing them to share their link to their song 
on any platform or put their mp3 file directly 
onto the website.
     Using HTML code, CSS and PHP, Boulle 
launched Noodlebeat on January 13th, 2019 
with almost all the features you can get now 
on the website, including profiles, featured 
songs and filters to browse through songs. 
Along with the website going live, Noodle-
beat also launched an official Instagram page 
(@noodlebeatofficial) and a Twitter page (@
noodlebeat) to inform users of updates and 
featured songs.
     Although Noodlebeat is in tough compe-
tition with Spotify, Apple Music, and Tidal, 
etc. Boulle hopes that the downloading fea-

ture and more personalized touch for smaller 
artists will make the difference. Later plans 
for Noodlebeat include a whole redesign of 
the website in version 2.0.
     “None of my other websites were for a 
real purpose,” Boulle commented. “Noodle-
beat is my first official website that I hope 
will become a full-fledged business soon. 
The nugget calculator was just practice.” The 
nugget calculator that Boulle made his junior 
year is still running at howmanynuggets.com, 
offering users a way to determine how many 
nuggets they can get at either Wendys, Burg-
er King, McDonald’s or Chick-fil-A with the 
amount of money they put in. 
      With the rare amount of knowledge on 
programming Boulle has at such a young age, 
he hopes to continue his programming career 
in college and further in his career, “I really 
enjoy it and I want to make a living out of it.”

Student Spot-
light: Prolific 
Programmer 
Andy Boulle
Andrew Berman
Staff Reporter

Rebecca Leger
Staff Reporter

Atholton Strives For Equity and Empowerment

ard County Muslim Council, currently serves as 
the Building Representative for the Teachers 
Union and also is on their Government Rela-
tions Committee, and lobbies in Annapolis for 
teachers.  She describes lobbying as “fun” and 
‘interesting.” She enjoys “talking to people who 

are in disagreement,” 
she finds it more inter-
esting than talking to 
elected officials who 
are in agreement with 
you, because “the chal-
lenge is to change the 
minds of who aren’t [in 
agreement with you].” 
         An honest, amaz-
ing, great person and 

someone who doesn’t believe in pets are some 
ways to describe Ms. Chaudhry. Her way of 
connecting with students and the community 
around her makes her a truly incredible person 
and teacher. “I just like kids, I think it’s fun, and 
I’m hoping they are having fun too.”

tionally, Atholton Senior and BSU president, 
Bayee-Nbang Agbor-Baiyee, discussed how the 
staff help to create a safe space where “all of our 
voices are heard.” BSU member and senior Ra-
hel Petros mentioned how Atholton as a student 
body is a lot more inclusive than other schools 
in Howard County.
     In the past, Atholton has dealt with discrim-
ination against certain groups of people. There 
was tension a few years ago following an inci-
dent on social media, and a few decades ago, 
there had been a problem with redistricting, but 
through having healthy conversations while ed-
ucating its students, Atholton has bounced back 
from these issues and now strives to be more 
inclusive towards its minority students, seen in 
part by both the BSU and BFF assemblies.
     There is also a new idea being introduced 
by Dr. Martirano, the HCPSS superintendent, 
called student circles. Student Circles is an ac-
tivity in which students form a circle where they 
have conversations and learn about each other. 
This way, students can be exposed to different 
cultures and see other perspectives, which will, 
in turn, help them understand these ethnicities 
and cultures better and strengthen their bonds 
as a diverse community. “Part of the whole pur-
pose [of Student Circles] is to get the students 

to come together,” said Ms. 
Dawn Tache.
      There are many ad-
ministrative actions which 
could be taken to solve 
certain issues of inclusiv-
ity at Atholton, but in the 
end, it all comes down to 
the choices made by indi-
viduals on how they will 
treat minority students. 
So, to the Atholton student 

body, this can only be summed up in the words 
of the assistant principal, Ms. Nasir: “You need 
to look through lenses of others before you’re 
quick to judge and I think that would help if all 
of us do that—stop and be patient and not be so 
reactionary and always quick to judge.”

“Boulle hopes to increase his 
audience with Noodlebeat’s 
download feature that he creat-
ed to help small artists around 
the country and the world have 

a chance to get popular.”

“I think it’s at times, very ac-
cepting... there’s some kind of 
discrimination going on... but 
in general, it’s pretty great.” 

“I am committed to my profes-
sion. I enjoy it. The day that I 
stop enjoying I should probably 
retire. I think of things in terms 
of making the best of what’s there 

in front of me.”

Andy Boulle and his music streaming plat-
form Noodlebeat that he coded himself.
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   Wind instruments tuning, new 
friendships blooming, students 
crooning, while the speed of teacher 
techniques continued zooming. The 
productive time of year has rolled 
around again for the band program to 
flock into Atholton’s green hallways 
and top-notch auditorium after hours 
for elongated practices, gratifying 
food breaks, performances and guests 
musicians that bring them closer to-
gether and improve their skills as 
musicians. 
    Atholton’s Wind Ensemble and 
Symphonic band hosted their annual 
Winter Band Camp, led by their band 
teacher, Mr. Eric Posner, on February 
22nd and 23rd at Atholton to learn 
new techniques from guest instruc-
tors and musicians. 
    The guest musicians consisted of 
members from the Army Field Band 
out of Fort Meade and a few former 
Howard County music teachers. To 
kick off the event, the Towson Brass 
Quartet performed four music selec-
tions to inspire the band students and 
encouraged the students to pursue 
their musical endeavors in the future. 
    “If you know the people around 
you, you’re going to have more fun 
playing the music,” said Mr. Posner, 

“You’re going to want to play the mu-
sic well for them.”
    Mr. Posner’s primary goal of com-
ing together was accomplished after 
the students returned to school on 
Friday evening from 4 pm to 9 pm 
and then a second day of instruc-
tional time on Saturday from 9 am 
to 5 pm. During school hours, band 
students only have 50 minutes in the 
classroom with Mr. Posner to fit in a 
quick musical rehearsal without any 
one-on-one time. At band camp, it is 
easy for students to ask any questions 

valuable to their growth as a musician 
and have their questions answered. 
Further, Mr. Posner is not an expert at 
every instrument in the band’s com-
position, so it was crucial for these in-
dividual sectional leaders to come to 
give the students additional guidance. 
    Some students had no idea what to 
expect from the experience because 
it was their first band camp, and oth-
ers were excited to reap the benefits 
of coming together with their fellow 
bandmates in order to improve as a 

group. Altholton’s band is now ex-
pected to show off their newly inher-
ited skills and knowledge from the 
camp. 
    Senior Lev Axler summed up the 
event as a place for band students 
to delve deeper into their music and 
pick up new techniques. He especial-
ly enjoyed the joint masterclass with 
band director Dr. Dennis Layendeck-
er from George Mason University be-
cause they met in a small group and 
“intimate environment” where they 
got amazing advice from him. 
    French horn player for Army Field 
Band, former music teacher and staff 
sergeant Steph Selena Maytum, has 
been playing the horn longer than 
these band students have been alive. 
She shared a lot of useful wisdom 
that will be used by every student she 
connected with. 
   Erik Franklin, an instrumentalist 
in the Army Field Band, explained 
how their band does educational out-
reach in hopes that students will see 
music as a career path for them and 
not just “something a few people get 
to do.” And although a majority of 
the students enjoyed these aspects of 
the event, one student, in particular, 
had an amusing take on the time they 
spent at school the past weekend. 
  “You know, a normal class is less 
time, right, but here we’ve got a lot 
of time,” said junior  Andrew Mc-
Namara. “Too much time, some 
might say, but it’s a lot of time as op-

posed to small time.” You may have 
to read that a few times to understand 
what he said, but you get the point. 
    To close out the event, parents were 
invited to an “Informance” put on by 
band students where they demon-
strated their growth with the guest in-
structors. Wind Ensemble performed 
with Mr. Andrew Sprang, the band 
director from Folly Quarter Middle 
School. Symphonic Band performed 
with Dr. Layendecker. 
    Mr. Posner explained that any stu-
dent with a passion for music should 
be comforted knowing there are plen-
ty of opportunities out in the world 
for you to pursue that dream. His goal 
is “not just to create composers and 
performers,” but to encourage all his 
students to be passionate about the 
arts and carry it through their life in 
some form. 
    The 2019 Winter Band Camp was a 
huge success and there is much more 
in store for next year’s agenda. “I 
have three guests booked already for 
2020,” Mr. Posner said. 

Naomi Washington
Staff Reporter

Winter Band Camp Hits All the High Notes

     The room fell silent, only the 
distant, short cries from Mr. Stup-
py’s daughter in the room. A girl 
from the audience stepped up and 
moved to the front of the room, 
her poem in front of her, staring 
into the crowd. When she began, 
the room was filled with words 
strung together, forming passages 
and phrases, all showing the effort 
and attention given to her poem, 
and the care for the subject being 
shared to everyone. The audience’s 
attention was her’s and she grasped 
it and wouldn’t let go. 
     The NEHS recently hosted their 
second annual coffee house event 
on February 26 following their 
inductions. Participants enjoyed 
free food, coffee, and many perfor-
mances to show NEHS’s apprecia-
tion and aptitude for English.
     The NEHS, or the National En-
glish Honors Society, has become 
more charity-focused within the 
last couple of years. Last year, they 
raised over twenty-five hundred 
books for Harlem Park Elementary 
School, a lower income elementa-
ry school in Baltimore, according 
to the NEHS President Senior Em-
ily Bickel. 
    “We’ve embraced the charity 
side of it,” said Mr. Scott Vennard, 
the NEHS sponsor. “We’re trying 
to use our powers for good more 
than we have before.” 
     The coffee house itself, outside 
of the charity work behind it, is 
about students coming and expe-
riencing other students’ poems, 
songs that they prepared, or even 
improv from Atholton’s own AHI 
Tuna club. Students could bring 
anything, according to Bickel 
“anything that you feel expresses 
something interesting about you 
that you want to share.”
     Obviously, the writing in NEHS 
has to have a point to it, like what 
you believe you’ve excelled at or 
something that you feel strongly 
about, said sophomore Yara Ay-
ache. When it comes to feeling 
strongly about something, it comes 
back to what Bickel said, about 
anything that expresses an inter-
est you have. “If you can write an 
entire essay about Kentucky Fried 
Chicken and show how passionate 
you are about it,” she later went on 
to say, then it could be done.
    In the words of Bickel, “It’s 
just a great time for people who 
love English and they just express 
themselves,” adding “it’s a great 
way just to connect with the En-
glish community here.”

    Lights, Camera, Dance! The Black 
Student Union Assembly was a live-
ly performance in the spirit of black 
history month that the whole school 
attended. 
     Every year, the assembly is a time 
when Atholton High School puts on 
a show to celebrate the achievements 
of African Americans, recognize their 
role in society along with their impact 
on the world, and to raise awareness 
of the inequality that still exists to-
day. Many students don’t know much 
about Black History Month, which 
provides another excellent reason for 
the event.
     On February 22, 2018, at 12:25 
PM and 1:20 PM, BSU members of 
Atholton High School performed 
in the auditorium as an assembly in 
honor of Black History Month. There 
were two sessions: one during 5th 
period and another during 6th period. 
The performance consisted of various 
dances, speeches, raps, songs, poetry, 
and also the incorporation of skits. 
     To start off the assembly, three stu-
dents portrayed an African American 
family. The children talked to their 
grandfather about questions they had 
regarding their race. World War I 
was a significant point in time where 
blacks were not treated with respect 
at all. They were considered inferior 
to white people by those who saw 
themselves as superior. Kids during 
this time experienced a great deal 
of racism and discrimination during 
their lifetime. 
     As the show went on, there was a 
reenactment of an African American 
soldier returning from World War I 
who was meeting with his wife once 
again. Soldiers’ wives would take 
care of children and the household 

Evan Newman
Staff Reporter

while their husbands were out at war 
risking their lives. Imagine the feel-
ing of thinking that your significant 
other will not return home after going 
to war, especially considering the fact 
that black soldiers lives were not val-
ued as highly as others.               
    During the performance, there were 
many influential raps, songs, and po-
ems performed that spoke truth about 
African American history. “I felt very 
empowered,” said Sophomore Chima 
Anyanwu, a performer. These works 
of art incorporated rhymes that gave 
power to the words spoken, giving 
them more of a meaningful effect. 
The raps and poetry basically talk-
ed about what it was like and what 
it is currently like living as an Afri-
can American in society. Black peo-
ple were made fun of for what they 
looked like (hair, skin color, face 
structure, etc.) and stereotypes were 

enforced (uneducated, ghetto, thug-
gish, etc). This demonstrated how far 
the black community has come, as 
can be seen by numerous successful 
African American figures. “I think 
black excellence is a big part of his-
tory in terms of the achievements of 
African Americans,” said Sophomore 
Makayla Gravely-Smith, an actress in 
the assembly. The focus of the assem-
bly was to show that despite how Af-
rican Americans have been portrayed 
in the past, their accomplishments are 
immeasurable.
   The dances that BSU performed 
were also very entertaining. There 
were multiple groups of students who 
coordinated dances to songs from 
New Edition and popular male and 
female R&B artists. “We put in a lot 
of hard working hours into the as-
sembly in order to perfect the dances, 
speeches, etc., so overall everything 

BSU Celebrates Black History      
Abideen Jallow
Staff Reporter

went smooth,” said Junior Cedric 
Briken, a dance performer. These 
structured dances displayed 
examples of lively black culture.                     
    The culture of African Americans 
is very unique in terms of the types 
of dance moves executed and the type 
of music created. Also, many differ-
ent instruments were used in order to 
give off an extraordinary sound. The 
clothes worn during the dance scenes 
portrayed the variety in clothing that 
African Americans wore and current-
ly still do, from afros to skinny jeans.
     “I felt empowered on stage and I 
feel as though black justice must be 
enforced in society,” said Anyanwu. 
These words tell a story in justifying 
exactly how African Americans still 
aren’t treated fairly, although it has 
improved significantly from earlier 
years. 

NEHS 
Coffee 
House 
Brews Arts 
Apprecia-
tion 

                                                                                                                                 Photo Courtesy of Jostens Yearbooks
Students perform 80’s choreography as part of the Black Student Union assembly. 
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 “Senior Lev Axler 
summed up the event 
as a place for band stu-
dents to delve deeper 
into their music and pick 

up new techniques.”



     Saturday, February 16, 2019 marks the first time I ate seafood. Usually when we go out to 

eat, my mother orders steak, my father and I get burgers, and my sister gets some new type of 

fish that looks horrible and, based on its looks, can not have tasted good. I have always thought 

that the smell of fish is absolutely repulsive and never imagined that I would eat something that 

looks so unappetizing, even when it is fresh out of the kitchen.   

     When I took the fish out of the refrigerator, it did not look the way I thought it would up 

close. I never really examined what a fish looked like up close but I thought that people ate all 

parts of the fish including the eyes. When I heated up the fish in the microwave, my kitchen 

began to smell like fish so I had to dash upstairs, grab the Febreze, and open the windows to 

air out the kitchen.  After I got rid of the awful smell, I took the fish out of the microwave and 

then examined it again.  Once my mother reassured me that there is nothing wrong with it and 

practically forced me to eat it, I took my first bite. It was then that I found out that catfish tastes 

a lot better than it smells.  

     However, I cannot say the same about salmon. After I got over the repulsive smell of the 

fish and managed to muster up the courage to take a bite, it was disgusting. I tasted multiple 

different tastes in my mouth, which I assume were the different layers of the fish, and they all 

tasted horrible.

     I chewed the slimy salmon about four times until I couldn’t take the taste any longer and spit 

it out into the nearby trash can. My mother, who was sitting next to me at the time, said I had to 

finish a bite to really get the taste. “You didn’t even give it a chance,” she told me, annoyance 

ringing in her voice. Though I had thought differently, I put the awful tasting fish in my mouth 

once again and chewed it four times, which is more than I thought I would, based on of the 

initial smell of the fish.  

     Later that night, my stomach started to hurt and I was sure that it was the rotten tasting fish. 

I thought I had managed to get a nasty dose of food poisoning, but the next morning I woke up 

and my stomach did not hurt anymore. Still, I am still never eating fish again.

Pointers from a 
Paintballer
by: Noah Kim
Staff Reporter

     When I first heard of the Fish Out of Water stories, I was immediately 
interested. The first idea that came to mind was skydiving, but I was on a 
budget. I had selected possibly the next best thing: paintball. My mindset at 
the time was just finding any out-of-the-ordinary activity. When I started to 
look into paintball, I was pretty confident that I would be able to do it with 
at least some success. Keep in mind, I was in Boy Scouts, Taekwondo, and 
JROTC for a short time. I had the pretense that I had some valuable “experi-
ence” under my belt. How could I have been so ignorant? On February 24th, 
I experienced physical and mental pain, the likes I had never known before. 
     Ok, maybe most of that pain was my fault and maybe I am exaggerating. 
It was definitely my fault that I wore my favorite shirt to go paintballing. I 
decided to go when it was cold and the pellets were hard, frozen little balls 
of ice, due to my poor judgement to leave them in the car. When they hit me, 
it was significantly more painful than, what I can only guess, a regular paint-
ball would feel like. The grass was still partially wet from when it rained, so 
I was slipping everywhere I went. Running was out of the question at that 
point, leaving me to tiptoe wherever I stepped. The goggles did not help a 
whole lot either, as it was pretty hard to see through the tinted visor. It was 
cloudy as well, so that didn’t help my vision.  And yet, despite all that, it was 
still very fun.
     Despite the hours that I have devoted to Fallout 4 and other video games, 
I still had pretty terrible aim. Regardless, running through the woods pick-
ing off strangers with neon paint was the highlight of my weekend. Being 
surrounded by people I have never met before was awkward to say the least, 
but they looked like they were having a good time. Shooting me, of course.
     The forest was a pretty awesome setup. A few of the strangers were kind 
enough to take me in on their team. The closest thing I have ever really done 
to paintballing was laser tag. Even with that knowledge, I had no idea what 
it would be like and I tried to keep it that way for authenticity. Luckily, I 
picked up on how to use the paintball gun somewhat alright. The only em-
barrassing part was that I had no idea what I was doing with it half the time.
     The objective of the game was to capture the flag. The ref had strongly 
recommended that I just play defensively, as I was a newcomer. My strategy 
was to camp behind a tree and wait for people to come by. Let’s just say that 
a lot of people came by. Unfortunately, I never even came close to touching 
the flag. Yes, I was that bad. I genuinely feel bad for the team I was on, but 
it all worked out in the end since we won. I was more or less happy for them 
because I had not exactly held my weight during the game. Don’t get me 
wrong, it was awesome that our team won, but the spoils of war would have 
tasted just a bit sweeter if I had actually known what was going on. 
     Even though I did not do as well as I could have, I would really love to 
go again, maybe when it’s warmer and with some friends to help watch my 
back. Although I felt sore all over my body and my shirt is beyond repair,  
I would definitely recommend paintballing to anyone who can survive it. 

Taking a Punch at Boxing
by: Alex Gardner
Middle Pages Editor

     In 1976, one of the best movies of all time hit theaters and knocked America’s 
socks off. Rocky is a film about a boxer of the same name who catches the atten-
tion of Apollo Creed, one of the best fighters of all time, and soon Rocky’s next 
opponent. Rocky is challenged to the fight of a lifetime, and spends the rest of 
the film preparing to box against Apollo. It is a movie of courage, love, sacrifice, 
and, most importantly, boxing. 
 I do not know what I expected when I initially walked into an aban-
doned warehouse in the middle of the night on a Monday evening. I saw myself 
in a ring, much like Rocky, taking hits and giving them right back. I thought I 
would show up, pick up some boxing gloves, and start fighting the first person I 
saw. 
     If you know absolutely nothing about boxing, like I did, the first thing you 
should know is that there is no ring when you first get there. There is no fight. 
There is no raging coach in your corner, screaming for you to get back on your 
feet. 
     However, there is an old Russian woman who will convince you that for the 
next hour and a half, things are going to go pretty smoothly. She will tell you that you are going 
to practice some punches, try out some moves, and you will essentially learn about the basics 
of boxing. At least, that is what happened in my case.  
What she will not tell you is that you will want to die by the end of it. 

When I first walked into the warehouse where the boxing class was located, the first thing I 
noticed was that it was all guys. Every single person in that warehouse, besides the old Russian 
coach and myself, was male. I was not intimidated, but I have to say that being in a room full of 
sweaty men, choking on testosterone and judgement, made it difficult to worry about anything 

else besides keeping up with everyone. I felt myself taking pains to act like 
I was completely fine with doing six hundred burpees in the first five min-
utes, and pumping out dozens of pushups like they were nothing. In actual 
reality, I was on the verge of throwing up nearly every minute of the lesson 
and praying to God that it would end soon. 
I have a suspicion that Ms. Elaine, the old Russian woman, was secretly a 
sadist. To be honest, I think you have to be if you are a boxing instructor. 
She did not care one bit that I was sweating buckets and in an unbelievable 
amount of pain. For some reason, that fact made me like her a little more. 
After about 45 minutes of learning how to properly stand and step, we final-
ly got to the core of why I had come: to learn how to punch. Ms. Elaine set 
me up and watched as I punched the air for a good twenty minutes, making 
corrections every now and then. After that it got a little more exciting, as we 
moved to jabbing and stepping at the same time. I know, really cool. 
With the help of the old Russian woman, I wrestled through the ninety min-
utes with whatever the opposite of ease is. Everyone in that warehouse had 
the pleasure of watching me completely fail at boxing that night. However, 
it was worth it, because, despite the sweat, heat, judging stares, and the 

criticism of a lady three times my age, I still had fun. The kind of fun you have to work for, 
but fun nonetheless. 
If you are thinking of trying out boxing, I strongly recommend it. Just be ready to have your 
butt kicked.     

 

A Bit of a Stretch
by: Erin Edwards
Arts Editor

   Pain. Beyonce. Booty Yoga. I mean, Buti Yoga. A combination 
of yoga, tribal dance and plyometrics.
     Buti Yoga closely resembles what I imagine Zumba, a cardio 
dance exercise, to be like. The creator of Buti Yoga, accord-
ing to the YogaWorks instructor, wanted to combine her dance 
background into a female-empowerment yoga class after not 
connecting to regular yoga when she returned after having chil-
dren.
     At first I was intimidated by the size of the group. There 
were only six other participants besides Olivia, my friend who 
decided to take me, and the instructor, which meant that I could 
not really hide away from any attention directed towards me. 
However, about ten minutes into the class, I realized that ev-
eryone looked a little funny jumping around to club remixes of 
‘Feel It Still’ by Portugal. the Man. That was when I was able to 

really get into the class, testing my limited flexibility and my 
teetering balance.
The yoga moves, which felt like 
mini-workouts, consisted of various ab-
dominal and gluteal exercises. Within the 
first few minutes of the course, I knew 
the next hour would be a challenge. I 
took it as it was, not expecting to get 
much out of the class. However, I found 
myself excited to continue the class and, 
although my muscles were screaming at 
the end and my face was a raging shade 
of tomato red, I really enjoyed the non-
traditional workout.
     There were a few times that I fell or 
was not able to do a certain yoga move, 
but the instructor was very encouraging 
and would always make sure to give 
modifications for the more advanced 
moves. I was among two other new 
members of the Buti Yoga session so I 
did not feel like a total outcast. All levels 
of yoga were welcomed, and the door was always open for 
new members.

     To be clear, I am not at all a religious person, but by the end 
of the hour, I felt as if a  weight had been lifted off my chest 

and shoulders. It was as if my spirit had been 
rejuvenated, almost like a coming-to-Jesus 
moment. I truly felt a connection to a higher 
power. In that moment, I knew that every-
thing in life would unfold the way my fate 
was written, and that I was going to be okay. 
During shavasana, a position used at the end 
of a yoga session to generate meditation, I 
fell into a complete silence, feeling as though 
the world around me had hit pause and I was 
floating alone in my own version of outer 
space. It was unlike anything I had ever felt 
before, emotionally or physically, and it re-
ally made me question my place in this  uni-
verse. It made me second guess pretty much 
every aspect of religion that I knew of, that I 
was taught up until this point, and what that 
meant for my life and future.
     Buti Yoga. Not only an excellent physical 
workout, but a good way to make you ques-

tion literally everything. So if you feel like having your faith 
shook and you entire life questioned, do some buti yoga. 

Oh, Pliés: Ballet Got 
Me on My Toes
by: Kellen Morris
Staff Reporter

     To start this off, I just want to say that I don’t know anything about dance, much 
less ballet. So at this concert, I was more confused than anything since I’ve never 
been to a ballet concert. But, despite this, I atendended Misako Ballet Company’s 
performance of “Momotaro” on Sunday, February 17th.  The performance was 
composed of three acts. It began with two shorter, 10-15 minute routines before 
going to a 20 minute intermission, and then a final half an hour act to finish off the 
showcase. Each of the acts had their own unique theme. I could not put my finger 
on what the theme was for the first act. The theme of the second act seemed very 
jazzy since their costumes looked like Christmas lights in the night sky. Finally, the 
third act was based off Japanese folklore, since they seemed to be acting out some 
sort of Japanese story which involved the kidnapping of a child and then getting the child back 
in a happy ending. 
      The best and most amusing part of the entire concert was during the third act when a small 

child (no older than five) popped out from behind a fruit basket in what closely resembled 
something you would see out of a viral social media video.
     The balance that all the dancers seemed to have was the most impressive part of it all. I don’t 
have very good balance, so seeing a dozen people who were able to spin on one of their tippy 
toes and make no obvious noise when moving around on stage was extremely impressive. The 
routines seemed very superb, although I literally had no idea what any of the movements meant 

or if some of the movements were more difficult than others. The move-
ments consisted of mini-leaps, seemingly random jumps across the stage, 
walking on their tippy toes, and spinning on one foot while the dancers were 
still on their tippy toes. Additionally, every time one of the dancers went off 
stage, they would basically do a one-footed gallop off stage with one of their 
hands up. I’m going to assume this is proper ballet etiquette, but, again, I 
honestly have no idea.
     The second most impressive part of the concert was the lighting, spe-
cifically in the second act. It was multi-colored, very impressive, and made 
it hard to look away from what was going on on stage. It also went along 
very well with the dancers’ costumes, which, like I mentioned above, were 
multi-colored with a black background.
     The part of the concert I was most looking forward to leading up to the 
event was the music. However, I was very disappointed since I really did 
not know the kind of music that they play at ballet concerts. I was expecting 
instrumentals with a solid beat, but instead very quiet instrumentals with 

no beat at all was played. I don’t have any right to complain, since me complaining about that 
would be like complaining about there being a lack of dubstep at a country concert.

Singing It Out: 
Our Karaoke 
Adventure
by: Erin Duncan and Sarah Propst
Staff Reporters

     If you were to ask around, the two of us 
are known for our many talents, but singing 
is not on that lengthy list. This made karaoke 
the perfect way to test our boundaries. We had 
been blessed to observe our best friend’s dad, 
a known karaoke enthusiast, on many occa-
sions show off his talent and skill. His wisdom 
on the subject was a guide, and he frequently 
offered up song suggestions. All of this was 
in preparation for the night that would make 
or break us.
     We walked into the dark karaoke club and 
it was immediately obvious that we were the 
youngest people there by about 15 years. Due 
to this limitation, we ended up waiting in the 
lobby area for nearly 45 minutes. Finally, we 
demanded their attention by confidently belt-
ing out lyrics to Demi Lovato’s “Give Your Heart A Break.” 
No microphones needed. The server rushed over, amazed at our 
angelic voices. Okay, in reality, we just asked if we could sing, 
but she did not say no. 
     Our pre-planned performance was unfortunately not on 
their karaoke selection (we’ll sing “Tik Tok” by Ke$ha another 
time). We settled for some classic Beyoncé, belting out “Count-
down.” We’re not gonna lie and say we were calm during our 

performance. Show business is no joke. Everybody in the 
dimly lit club was watching our every move. One mistake 
and we would be thrown off the stage. Fortunately, we could 
perform that song in our sleep considering how often we 
start our mornings off with it. The crowd was into it, by the 
end they were all chanting our names, “Sarah! Erin! Sarah! 
Erin!” Okay, reality check, this was just our friends, but it 
was enough for us to go up and perform another song. This 
time we went for what some may consider a classic, “Tonight 
Tonight” by Hot Chelle Rae. 
     To be honest, leading up to the performance day, we were 
nervous wrecks. We even changed our performance location 
to avoid any familiar faces. However, we knew we had to go 
through with it or else we would be faced with the wrath of 
Mr. Vennard, the journalism teacher who was very enthusias-

tic about the idea. In retrospect, we are glad 
for this experience. 
     Previously, we had both encountered mul-
tiple scenarios where we were heavily en-
couraged (some might call it peer pressured) 
to do karaoke. We always refused, insisting 
we did not need to subject anybody to that 
type of torture. After our experience at the 
karaoke club, those past decisions filled us 
with regret as we finally understood the pure 
joy of letting yourself go through song. We 
finally understood the disappointment on our 
friends’ and family’s faces when we would 
continuously rejected them, as we are natural 
born performers. Once on stage, it was easy 
to forget about the judgemental stares of the 
professional karaoke singers, who might 

even have their own dad band. 
     The next time we are given the opportunity to grab a mic 
and run with the wind, we will be sure to say yes. This will 
be sure to shock some people, but we know our friend’s dad 
will be beyond delighted–we might even perform a trio. The 
Dynamos, anyone? Overall this story should teach you one 
thing: we are your go-to karaoke girls. For business inquiries 
only: @eraphant1 and @sarah_propst on Instagram.

The Raider Review sent reporters on missions to leave their comfort zones. From paintballing 
to singing, each embraced an experience that they never would have normally done. Here are 

their stories.Smelly, Slimy Salmon
by: Raymond Brown

Staff Reporter
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Opinions Page 7
A Look Into College Admissions

      It’s the sweet and sour time of the year—letters and emails 
send ‘Congratulations’ or ‘I regret to inform you…’ to hopeful 
high school seniors across the country. The merit-based college 
admissions process is trusted to be a reliable mechanism through 
which the most deserving, competent individuals are welcomed 
into top tier institutions and trained to be productive members 
of society. The verdicts returned to students, though sometimes 
questioned, are largely accepted as valid: bluntly put, a Harvard 
graduate is much more likely to be acknowledged than her coun-
terpart at a local community college. So, “who gets in?”
     Completely demystifying the admissions process is nearly 
impossible, for there is an inevitable sense of erratic bias in the 
act of people (admissions officers) choosing people (aspiring 
students). However, there are certain factors to this particular 
form of decision-making that makes college acceptances a lot 
less indicative of one’s abilities than it may seem.
     The undergraduate admissions process is arguably one of 
the rare cases in which even numbers do not reflect the objec-

tive truth. Take the SAT, for example. Short for the Scholastic 
Assessment Test, the SAT is the most widely used standardized 
test to (in theory) “fairly” judge students. But it’s much harder to 
immediately equate academic ability with scores when the reg-
istration fee for the SAT alone, including the essay portion that 
many high-ranking colleges demand, is $64.50—a price many 
American families may consider a burden. 
     Picture this: Ashley, raised under an affluent household, is able 
to afford a private tutor who has mastered the SAT and has access 
to exclusive study materials. Even having been prepared exten-
sively, Ashley is unsatisfied with the results of her first test, and 
retakes the exam two additional times. She eventually secures 
a score in the 98th percentile. Jeff, on the other hand, is from a 
not-so-wealthy family; he self studies, using free practice tests 
published online. Unable to take the exam more than once, Jeff is 
forced to accept his subpar score. 
     Research confirms the actuality of this scenario. According to 
a 2014 study by The Washington Post, SAT scores are strongly 
associated with income. Under guidelines of the old SAT (com-
posite score reported from 600 to 2400), students from families 
earning more than $200,000 a year averaged a combined score 
of 1,714, while students from families earning under $20,000 a 
year averaged a combined score of 1,326. When the resources 
for these required exams like SATs and APs are not made readily 
available for all, can we dare say that statistics accurately reflect 

     The environment is in crisis. Rising temperatures increase 
sea levels, droughts, and severe weather events, according to 
NASA. If we do nothing, the situation will only get worse: sci-
entists’ predictions are scary. 
     Maybe it shouldn’t come as a surprise that some of the most 
outspoken, dedicated, and acutely aware are those who it will 
affect the most: students. 
     Students are suing the government, confronting politicians, 
and staging walkouts, notibly including a global school walkout 
planned for March 15th, because they realize the impact that the 
environmental policy of the next years will have on the rest of 
our lives.
     It’s important to note, however, that this activism doesn’t 
mean that the other stresses of adolescence disappear. Paired 

Chera Yoon
Editor-in-Chief

with schoolwork, SATs and extracurricular activities, the thought 
of coral bleaching can be overwhelming.
     So, the question: how can you stay woke and still sleep at 
night? How can you raise your voice for the things that mat-
ter without sacrificing your mental health? How can you keep 
fighting the good fight even when it seems like things are getting 
worse and worse? 
     I’m still working on figuring out the answers to these questions 
myself, but so far I have three things that I try to remember and 
remind myself of when I’m sad about the Great Pacific Garbage 
Patch. 
1) Things will change. There’s an election around the corner and 
the high-school activists of today will be of voting age. For me, 
it’s helpful to remember that we are not forever stuck and that 
progress is happening and will continue to happen. 
2) High School Musical isn’t the only place where ‘We’re All in 
This Together’ is relevant. We really are all in this together, with 
all in the broadest sense of the word. It’s calming to remember 
that you are not alone in the fight to protect the earth and our 
future living on it. Together, we are powerful.  
3) Revel in small victories. Maybe you can’t single-handedly 

Small Action Activism
Chloe Shader
Editor-in-Chief

a student’s abilities? 
     Besides economic status, students are also often judged by 
a characteristic beyond their control: race. Race has long been 
a controversial topic on the subject of college admissions, and 
many initiatives have been implemented since as an effort to 
eliminate racial partisanship in the process. Landmark Supreme 
Court case Regents of the University of California v. Bakke of 
1978 outlawed universities from employing a quota system when 
admitting students. The decision upheld affirmative action, how-
ever, allowing race to be one of several factors in college admis-
sion policy. 
     Critics of affirmative action are quick to attack the premise 
of race-conscious admissions policies that prioritize diversity in 
colleges, labeling it “reverse racism.” But the issue at hand is just 
not black-and-white—factoring in historical inequities to accept 
qualified applicants and therefore level the playing field for the 
traditionally underprivileged is only sensible. To classify affir-
mative action as “oppressive to white America” would be to deny 
the systematic oppression of minorities in society.
      For a student, factors like the socio-economic status and the 
color of one’s skin are simply unchangeable, and that the college 
admissions process is heavily reliant on such factors is upsetting-
ly unfair. There is a dire need for institutions be more conscious 
of their roles in social mobility, and perhaps it is more important 
to work to fulfill the American promise of equal opportunity.

save the polar bears but you can use reusable bags! Small vic-
tories might seem insignificant in the effort to help the planet, 
especially in the face of global obstacles, but they’re not. Small 
steps can have important impacts. 
     In fact, small actions are the perfect remedy for a teenager 
stressed by both socratic seminars and sea level rises. It can be 
easy to be paralyzed by the magnitude of climate change juxta-
posed with the little that it feels you can do to affect it, but in my 
experience, just doing something, even as simple as drinking 
my Dunkin’ iced coffee without a straw, can feel wonderful. 
     While it isn’t just up to students to solve climate change, 
our collective power is vast. Probably the best way to use it is 
in small, sustained steps: try walking the extra feet in the caf-
eteria to the recycling bin, not eating meat on Mondays, using 
a reusable water bottle, keeping a compost pile, turning off 
unused lights, or using Ecosia instead of Google. Together, we 
can strike a healthy, productive balance between activist and 
overwhelmed. 

For the longer versions of these stories, visit 
ahsraiderreview.com.  
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Crossword 
Created by: The Raider Review Team

@ahsraiderreview @theraiderreview

“Under The Sea”

10. Regret
  9. Neglect
  8. Communism
  7. Shame
  6. Metal
  5. Lead
  4. The 2017 Cleveland Browns
  3. Loneliness
  2. Betrayal
  1. Blood

Across:
1. This chewing gum was created 
following World War II.
4. Cranky dwarf
8. During the Purge, everything is 
_____.
10. Final state of evaporation
11. One of the ways to get an ex-
cused absence
12. Mario tried to rescue this Prin-
cess from Bowser.
14. Row, ___, ___ ____ ____ gent-
ly down the stream
15. Adopt and care for these on 
Club Penguin
18. Stitching
22. Doodlebob says this
23. Shondaland promotional saying
25. Free Shavakadoo is really 
Fresh _______
28. Legendary or mythical
30. House of Commons counter-
part (abrv.)
31. Sugars
32. Bed-time song
34. To eyeball for measurement
35. While; during
36. What soccer players do
37. Baby goose

Down:
2. “Climb __ _____. We’ll go slow 
and high tempo.” 
3. Crystal connected to trust, intui-
tion, and spirituality
4. Cake in Québec
5. A period or state of little or no 
growth or decline
6. “It’s a love story, baby just say 
___.”
7. The foundation of the unicorn 
myth
9. Thread holders
12. Children’s toy that shoots a 
cork
13. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 
Firearms and Explosives
16. “Tail” on cells to help them 
move
17. 1 day on Venus is equivalent to 
116 ____ ___.
18. Condiment for sushi
19.The joey in Winnie the Pooh
20. Streak, smudge, stain
21. Soccer match tie-breakers
24. The Black ______ , a mystery 
movie from 2006 based on a true 
story
26. Shrek
27. XOXO, ______ girl
29. “To ______ go where no one 
has gone before”
32. Minnesota has 11,842 of these 
(sing.)
33. University of Maryland campus 
in downtown Baltimore (abrv.)
34. Most comedians make it big 
from one small ___. 
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